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ABSTRACT
The Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging (PW) complex relies for 
water supply on the resources of the Vaal basin# supplemented 
by Importation from the Tugela river. Most of the water 
supplied to the region is abstracted from the Vaal Barrage# 
which is also the sink for much of the water-borne pollution 
generated in the southern portion of the PWV complex. This 
feature of the system has led to an ever-increasing build-up of 
total dissolved solids (TDS) in the water supplies# resulting 
in substantial economic loss to consumers. Increasing 
mineralization is ascribable mainly to return of effluents to 
the Vaal Barrage where the concentrated salts are re-introduced 
to the Rand Water Board distribution system. The problem is 
exacerbated by the washoff, during the wet season# 
of enormous diffuse-source salt loads# leading to intolerably 
high peak TDS concentrations.
A suite of deterministic mathematical models has been developed, 
and successfully tested, with the aim of predicting the 
anticipated severity of mineralization problems of the future 
and of facilitating objective comparison of the merits of 
various ameliorative measures.
The first of the suite is the daily washoff model, designed to 
simulate daily catchment runoffs and associated daily diffuse- 
source salt washoff. Basic input is daily meteorological data. 
In the model account is taken of both surface and sub-surface 
flow processes. Calibration of the model parameters for each 
of the twelve sub-catchments comprising the southern PWV region 
was effected with records of discharge and water quality at key 
monitoring points. A relationship was established between 
industrial water consumption and diffuse-source salt generation 
rates by means of which pollution levels likely to arise in the 
future could be predicted.
Daily fluctuations of discharge and salt concentration at any 
point in the tributaries of the southern PWV region and in the 
Vaal Barrage, as well as water and salt storages in the major 
impoundments of the Vaal basin are simulated by means of the 
daily feed-back model. A feed-back element is incorporated 
which accounts for the mixing of water distributed to each of 
27 sub-regions of the southern PWV catchment, the addition of 
salts through usage and the routing of effluents, together with 
diffuse-source washoff generated by the first model, through 
the tributary system back into the Barrage. The transmission 
of pollutants through the Barrage is simulated by means of a 
one-dimensional, cell-type level-pool model. This model was 
used to check the reliability of calibrated parameter values 
used in the daily washoff model by comparing simulated daily 
salt concentrations in the Vaal Barrage with those observed at 
the Rand Water Board Barrage intakes.
The third model, a simplified version of the daily feed-back 
model designed to operate at a monthly computational time step, 
was developed to facilitate preliminary comparisons of the 
various options. This coarse tlme-etep model is relatively 
cheaper to run and makes pos-lble the testing of each option 
with several different hydrological sequences. Economic 
factors relating salt concentration in water supply to costs to 
consumers have also been incorporated.
The two feed-back models were designed in such a way that a 
wide variety of planning and management options could be 
modelled with the minimum of programming changes.
Procedures for comparing, with the aid of the models, the 
merits of various planning and management options to improve 
water quality have been evolved and are illustrated by way of 
example.
PREFACE
The thesis has for the sake of clarity been divided Into three 
parts# each dealing with one of the major elements of the 
Pretorla-ffltwatersrand-Vereenlglng (PWV) model.
Part 1 describes the development of a model which, having 
meteorological data as basic input, simulates on a daily 
basis the runoff of water and associated salt loads from 
the catchment. This model is referred to as the daily waahoff 
model.
Part II describes a model which can be used to simulate, on 
a daily basis, the circulation of both water and salt throughout 
the PWV complex. Provision is made for modelling the feed-back 
effect whereby the salts discharged with effluents from sewage 
treatment works, industries and mines, are recycled in the 
water supply system via Vaal Barrage. This model is referred 
to as the daily feed-back model.
Described in part III is a simplified version of the daily 
feed-back model, operating at monthly computational time 
step. This is called the monthly feed-back model.
The suite of models is designed for optimising the broad 
planning and management of water supplies within the Vaal 
basin. The role of each model is elucidated in the text.
For the sake of brevity computer program listings and program 
user manuals have been omitted. These are documented in full 
in the reports of the Hydrological Research Unit to which 
reference is made in the introduction to each Part in the 
thesis.
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SYNOPSIS
This report describes • numericel model designed to generete* 
route and aggregate daily catchment runoffs# along with associated 
loadings of total dissolved solids derived from both point and 
diffuse sources.
Inputs to the model comprise calibration parameters# physical 
features of the catchment and of the channel reaches# point 
source effluents# daily rainfall and daily or average monthly 
potential evaporation.
The model element that generates daily catchment runoffs is an 
adaptation of the model developed by Pitman (1976)# to which 
water quality parameters have been added. Salts are assumed to 
accumulate gradually on catchment surfaces from where they are 
washed off during rainfall events. Pervious catchment surfaces 
are dealt with separately from impervious surfaces and both 
surface and subsurface salt movements are modelled.
The channel routing component of the model routes the output from 
the catchment model# together with point source inputs# through a 
system of interconnected channel reaches. Irrlga ion# evapora­
tion and bed seepage losses are accounted for and provision is 
made for simulating the behaviour of the extensive reed beds in 
the system.
Sensitivity analyses of the model parameters were performed and 
the model was tested on twelve catchments with satisfactory re­
sults. A strong correlation between industrial water supply 
and calibrated salt generation was established.
Guidelines to calibration procedures as well as worked examples 
are provided and the report contains * comprehensive user manual 
for the relevant computer programs.
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1,1 Motivation
In 1975 the Water Research Commission initiated a study of the 
Fretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging (PWV) Complex in regard to 
existing and incipient problems of water supply, waste water 
management and pollution control. Increasing mineral pollution 
of the water resources of this highly urbanised region was from 
the start recognised as a major problem. Of particular concern 
to the water supply authorities has been the increasingly 
frequent occurrence of transient TDS peaks at the RWB Vaal 
Barrage intakes. These peaks are usually of one or more days' 
duration and occur during the wet (summer) season when the 
tributaries of the southern PWVS catchment are in spate# giving 
rise to a pronounced "first flush" effect when salts stored on 
the catchment are washed out. These salts are derived from 
both point and diffuse sources. The major point injections are 
effluent returns from sewage works and groundwater pumped from 
mines. These can be readily identified and the flows and total 
•alt loads can be estimated with reasonable accuracy.
Many studies have indicated# however, that a significant pro­
portion of water pollutants of all categories are derived from 
nonpoint sources (Ackerman et al., 1978)# (Council on Bnviro- 
mental Quality, 1972)# (Vitale and Spey, 1974)# (Whipple et al., 
1971), (Bryan, 1971), (Weibel et al., 1964), (Lester, 1975).
For the southern PWVS region in particular it was found that more 
than 50 percent of the dissolved solids entering the Vaal Barrage 
via the tributaries during the hydrological year 1977/78 were 
derived from nonpoint sources (HeroId et al., 1980).
Diffuse source pollutant loads cannot be measured directly and 
have to be estimated by subtracting known point source loadings 
from the total measured loads at stream monitoring points. Most 
of the etreamflow gauges in the heavily polluted tributaries 
draining the southern PWV catchment are, however, rated only for 
low flows and records are both short and intermittent. Further­
more, prior to September 1977, only weekly (in some cases monthly)
1.2
grab samples of the tributary water were analysed. A means of 
patching and extending the available record was sought, in the 
first instance, in order to establish salt concentration fre* 
quency distributions and annual salt loadings at key points 
in the catchment so that problem areas could be identified.
The patched data could then be used to simulate the effect on 
the system of various management and planning options for the 
abatement of water pollution.
The mathematical catchment model developed by Pitman (1976) 
presented a ready means of patching and extending the runoff 
records using available meteorological data. The Pitman model 
was developed specifically to suit the climatic conditions of 
Fouthern Africa. It has been extensively used with success 
and has gained wide acceptance.
introduction of a water quality component to the model, however# 
required a fresh approach. A water quality model capable of 
simulating the behaviour of both point and nonpoint source 
dissolved solids was needed. Statistical models were rejected 
as inappropriate in view of the paucity of data and the complex 
interrelationship between the behaviour of the many tributaries 
and that of the major impoundments. Such models employ para­
meters that are devoid of any physical meaning, and therefore 
it is impossible to draw conclusions as to cause and effect; 
these models are thus incapable of predicting the consequences 
of adopting many of the management options that may be open. A 
deterministic model seemed the only acceptable alternative.
A vast array of deterministic water quality models are available, 
but none was found to be appropriate to the problem at hand, .n 
the literature a great deal of emphasis has been placed upon the 
urban environment, with particular reference to the stone water 
management problems associated with combined sewer systems• These 
models, of which SWMM (Metcalf and Eddy, 1971) is perhaps the 
best known, are usually designed to operate at extremely short 
time steps (of the order of minutes) and require vast quantities 
of highly detailed input data. The enormous data preparation 
and computer costs involved in applying such detailed models to 
the complex PWVS region would be quite prohibitive.
SWMM Is moreover an event-orientated model, not intended to be 
used for continuous long-term simulations. Some models, such 
as STORM (Army Corps of Engineers, 1975) and HSP (Hydrocomp,
1975) are continuous simulation models, but neither adequately 
represents 4-he processes occurring in the pervious parts of a 
catchment. Although most of the pollutants are usually gene­
rated in urban areas, it is highly simplistic to assume that 
they are confined within the boundaries of the paved portions 
of the catchment.
Much of the generated pollution can be expected to be deposited 
on pervious catchment surfaces, particularly in the case of 
conservative pollutants derived from atmospheric fall-out. The 
importance of this largely overlooked process is highlighted 
in the case of the tributaries draining the southern PWVS region 
where it is found that several of the floods subsequent to the 
first flood of the wet season continue to exhibit high salinities 
throughout the season. Pig. 3.29 of section 3.2.2 which depicts 
streamflows and salinities at monitoring point N8 on the Natal- 
spruit illustrates the point very well. The 1977/78 season 
was an above-average wet year, yet even the flood in February, a 
full five months into the wet son and immediately following 
the biggest flood of the seasi• i in late January, produced 
salinities approaching 1000 mg, .
This persistence in the pollutogra;is is most likely due to the 
effects of salts stored in the soil moisture and in the ground­
water, because gutters and parking lots in the urban areas would 
by this stage have been well and truly flushed. There was to be 
found in the literature no model that paid sufficient attention 
to these important processes. *
* One of the most nearly applicable models that could be traced 
was the Nonpoint Source (NPS) model (Donigian and Crawford, 1976) 
but this model, although it takes account of sub-surface processes 
to model streamflow, does not take these processes into con­
sideration when modelling the movement of pollutants. Sediment 
and sediment-like material are used as the basic indicators of 
nonpoint pollutants (Litwin and Donigian, 1978); in other words, 
washoff is treated as a pure’ - surface phenomenon. This assump­
tion is reasonable for particulate matter such as B.O.D., but is 
completely inappropriate for soluble salts.
The result was a decision to proceed with the development of a 
water quality model that could take due cognisance of sub-surface 
processes.
1.2 Program NACL01
The size of the catchments concerned (231 to 1119 km2) indicated 
that a model operating at a time step of the order of one day 
would be most appropriate. Examination of available hydrographs 
and pollutographs at key points confirmed that most of the flood 
events and peak salt loadings were of more than one day duration* 
Data limitations in any case prescribed the daily time step as 
being the finest time resolution that could practically be 
adopted. The Pitman model (Pitman, 1976), which had already 
proved its capabilities, therefore became the obvious choice for 
adaptation into a water quality model both in terms of its 
proven reliability and in view of the author's familiarity with 
It,
The Pitman model uses meteorological data (rainfall and evapo­
ration) discretised at daily Intervals, and incorporates analogues 
to describe sub-surface processes. Conservative pollutant 
water quality processes were included in the model and the 
modifications are described in section 2.2.
1.3 Program NACL02
A channel routing model was developed to route the output from 
the washoff model along with known point-source effluents through 
the tributary system. Particular attention had to be given to 
the routing of water and salts through the extensive vlei (reed 
bed) systems of the upper Klip and Suikerbosrand rivers (some 
of these reed beds are over 50 km2 in extent and play an im­
portant role in the routing process). This model is discussed 
in section 2.3.
Criteria used to test the model are discussed in section 3.1 
while section 3.2 gives details of the tests performed. Section
3.3 deals with the correlation between calibrated diffuse source
..It v.n.r.tton ... and ..v.r.l e.tc!m.nt ch.r.ot.rl.tlc.. Th. 
v.rlltc.tlon of c.Ubr.t.d model paruMtar* for th. tw.lv. t..t 
catchments is described in section 3.4.
The ..n.ltlvlty of mod.U.d output to chan,., in th. calibration 
parameters is discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 gives gui •- 
lines tor calibration of the model.
Details of the data used as input to the model and a comprehensive 
users' manual for computer programs are given in HRU report No. 
3/81 (HeroId» 1981).
1.4 Programs NACL03 and NACL23
WMCL03 is a program to produce a line-printer plot of observed 
and modelled daily discharge, salt ccncmtr.ticn. mds.lt lo^d., 
while MACU3 produce, an equivalent plot using a CHLCOHP plotter.
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«*ll*»l is a program to produce a 1 in.-printer plot °* 
curve, of obserwd » d  modolUd daily d l s c h ^ s ,  salt eono«tr. 
tions and salt loads, while produces an equivalent Plot
 7 . rp.rvM. plotter. IIMK03 processes the output from mCL02
into a form suitable for use as input to PMR02.
All programs are written in rOMKAM IV and have been developed
for an IBM 360 or 370 system.
-CHAPTER 2 THE DAILY WASHOFF MODEL
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the mathematical analogues rep: mtiag the
hydrological cycle and the movements of dissolved solids through 
the catchment environment are presented.
:Rainfall-runoff processes and the accumulation; storage and re* 
lease of salts in the catchment are described in section 2.2 
while the channel routing model is described in section 2.3.
2 2 Structure of program NACLfll
_ 2.2.1 Catchment runoff modelline
That portion of program NACL01 which generates the daily catchment 
. runoff from meteorological data is based on the Pitman model. Sn» 
put comprises daily precipitation and monthly (or daily) potential 
evaporation. The initial soil moisture state is specified and 
.-:?.the soil moisture and groundwater storage budget is 
throughout the simulation.
r:i^ ®tereeptlea l0,8ee **• ctthtracted from the daily precipitation. 
Depression storage does not constitute a specific component of the 
dally modelt depression storage effects are taken care of in tW  
•assumed spatial distribution of catchment permeability.
Rainfall excess on impervious surfaces that are in direct eenmuai* 
cation with the drainage lines becomes surface runoff. On pervious 
*surfaces, part of the rainfall excess enters soil moisture storage 
where it is subjected to evapotranspiration, and the remainder * 
becomes surface runoff.
- i • . .
A portion of the water in the soil mol.cure percolates to ground* 
water storage. Water in groundwater storage is not subject to 
.pyapotransplratlon but contributes to etreamflow. A function is 
included in the model to allow for losses to deep-seated ground­
water.
s.,
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Fig. 2.1 depicts the operation of the model. Model processes 
are in most instances identical to those used by Pitman (1976). 
For the sake of completeness the salient features of each are 
discussed here. Attention is drawn to the modifications that 
have been made by the author; these are described in detail.
a) Precipitation
For rainless days a computation time step of one day is used, 
rain-days the rainfall duration is estimated by the equation 
derived by Pitman (1976)
On
Duration (h) * AA + BB x rainfall (ram)
where AA and BB are constants.
••••seeeee (2.1)
The duration as determined by equation 2.1 is rounded to the 
nearest whole number of hours. Pitman (1976) found, after 
analysing a plot of daily rainfall against duration for an auto­
graphic rainfall recorder at Pretoria, that values of 0,96 and 
0,14 for AA and BB respectively fitted the observed data. Values 
suited to conditions elsewhere can be derived from analyses of 
local autographic rainfall records.
After the rainfall duration has been calculated, the daily rainfall 
total is disaggregated into hourly values. The assumption is made 
that the onset of rain coincides with the beginning of the day. 
After cessation of the storm a single time step of n hours is 
used, where n * 24-(rainfall duration).
The distribution of the rainfall within the estimated rainfall 
duration period is calculated assuming an 8-shaped mass curve of 
rainfall as indicated in Fig. 2.2.
From the relationship derived by Pitman the 
represented by*
mass curve can be
where y ■
x*+(l-x)2
cumulative precipitation 
total precipitation
(2.2)
cumulative time 
total time
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Subtraction of successive cumulative hourly rainfalls from one 
another yields the hourly rainfalls to be used in each computa­
tional time step. Equation 2.2 is used for rainfall durations in 
excess of 2 hours. For a two-hour duration storm the hourly falls 
are taken to be 20% and 80% respectively of the total rainfall. 
Pitman's equation 2.2 was also derived from his autographic rain­
fall records (Pitman, 1976).
The assumption that rainfall always commences at the beginning of 
the day is obviously simplistic, but the only alternative is to 
include a random distribution component to disaggregate the rain­
fall into hourly events. This, however, would make the model 
more cumbersome and render calibration extremely difficult. How, 
for instance, could the user evaluate the effect of a parameter 
value change if successive simulations, even with identical para­
meter values, produce different flood peaks due to dissimilar 
dissaggregation of daily rainfalls? There would appear to be 
little justification for changing Pitman's assumptions.
b) Interception
Before runoff or infiltration can occur, vegetation and soil sur­
faces must first be wetted. Pitman's assumption was that a small, 
constant interception storage (PI) must be filled before either 
infiltration or runoff can occur and that interception storage is 
depleted at potential evapotranspiration rate.
c) Infiltration and surface runoff
All rainfall in excess of that required to fill interception 
storage on the impervious portion of the catchment (AI) is assumed 
to contribute to surface runoff. AI is defined as that portion 
of the catchment which is both impervious and in direct communica­
tion with the watercourses.
Cognisance is taken of the fact that permeability and hence infil­
tration rate vary spatially, even for the most nearly uniform of 
catchments (Pitman, 1976). Infiltration rates over the pervious 
portion of the catchment must therefore be assumed to follow a 
frequency distribution. A triangular distribution identical to 
that adopted by Pitman (1976) is postulated, as represented in 
Fig. 2.3a, in which:
■ minimum infiltration rate (mm/h)
Zj * maximum infiltration rate (mm/h)
Zj ■ mean infiltration rate (mm/h)
- H (Z1+Z3)
f l f . f  .Si. A«um»d ffsu tn cv  diztrlbution of
Fig, 2.3b is the corresponding cumulative frequency curve.
•,0
shaded area « 
surface runoff
r « rainfall input rote
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Recognising that the area subtended by the frequency curve Mast 
equal unity it may be seen from Fig, 2.3a that#
H - 2/(Z3-Z1).
The cumulative probability y of any absorption rate Z is given by 
the shaded area in Fig. 2,3a. From the geometry# y is given by*
y - 2(Z-z1)2/(Z3-Z1)2 (for Z s z2)
2(Z,-Z)2
and y - 1     (for Z 2 Z,)
(z3- z3)2 2
For any given excess rainfall input rate RIFF the surface runoff 
rate QVELD is represented by the shaded area in Fig. 2.3b.
Hence for Z^ s REPP £ Z2
QVELD - 2/REFF2 (Z-Z^ 1/(Z3-Z1) 2 .dZ
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i.e. QVELD *
2 (REFF -Z^)3
(Z3-Z1>
....(2.3)
Thus t when REFF = Zg,
QVELD ri (z3-zi>
Hence from symmetry in Fig. 2.3Lt 
for Z2 $ REFF £ Z3,
i *e *
1 i .(Z.-RBFF) *
QVELD - yf (Z^-Z^ + fREFF-Zg)- {T|(Z3-Z1)-f }
, 2 (Z,-REFF) 3
QVELD - REFF - ftZ.+Z.) > ---*.......   (2.4)
2 3 3 (Z3-Z1)2
and for REFF > *3,
QVELD - REFF minus average catchment infiltration rate
i.e. QVELD * REFF - £ (Z^+Zg) (2.5)
Thus, for any given rainfall input rate, the corresponding surface 
runoff la determined by the minumum and maximum infiltration rates 
and Z3. Zx and Z3, however, will be influenced by the wetness 
of the catchment. Infiltration rates generally decrease with 
increasing duration of rain.
The functions used by Pitman (1976) to relate infiltration rates 
to soil moisture storage have been adopted:
Z3 - 4.ZMAXN.2*(2*S/ST)
and zi “ H m  ,z:
(2.6)
(2.7)
where ZMAXN 
ZMINN 
6 
ST
nominal maximum infiltration rate (mm/h) 
nominal minimum infiltration rate (mm/h) 
soil moisture storage (mm) 
soil moisture capacity (mm)
Th® assumption implicit in equation 2.7 is that the ratio 
remains constant for all soil moisture storage states.
On pervious areas all precipitation in excess of the interception 
storage that does not give rise to surface runoff enters the soil 
moisture storage.
Equation 2.6 is represented in Fig. 2.4
23
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Infiltration rates and surface runoffs are computed on an 
hourly basis.
d) Interflow
Studies by Fritz et al. (1976) and Sklash (1976) of the movement 
of isotope tracers have revealed that a large proportion of storm 
runoff is attributable to a rapid groundwater response. It is 
not clear whether this rapid response is due to the process postu­
lated by Sklash and Farvolden (1979) in which partial!, saturated 
soils become quickly saturated thereby causing a 'groundwater 
ridge' with a consequent near instantaneous response of grovnd-
s.o
S.0
ZMAXN “ 2<2.»/st)
*.o-
0.6
S/ST
water already in a 1 discharge position1, or the effect of the 
rapid conveyance of infiltrating water through cracks and fissures 
where salts present in the soil moisture, or previously deposited 
in the soil matrix, are transported laterally to re-appear as 
surface runoff, as suggested by Kennedy (1977). More than likely 
both of these mechanisms are at work. What appears certain, how­
ever, is that some form of interflow or rapid groundwater response 
must make a significant contribution to the salt load present in 
surface runoff. In the southern PWVS region, for example, by far 
the greater proportion of the rainfall becomes infiltration while 
only a small fraction gives rise to surface runoff. If the washoff 
salt load is divided in these same proportions then most of the 
salts should end up in the groundwater resulting in groundwater 
and baseflow salinities several times higher than those observed, 
unless there is some mechanism by which these salts can be flushed 
from the soil during storms. *
In view of these findings an interflow process has been introduced 
into the Pitman model whereby it is assumed that a proportion of 
all surface runoff from pervious surfaces is derived from inter­
flow. Sklash and Varvolden (1979) found in their study catchments 
that for a very wet basin both overland flow and stream flow were 
dominated by groundwater, while for a dry basin runoff was domi­
nated by rain water.
It is therefore assumed that when the soil moisture storage, S is 
at full storage capacity ST the interflow component QINT is equal 
to a maximum proportion PINTM of the surface runoff QVELD, and 
that the interflow component decreases linearly to zero when the 
soil moisture storage is empty. This assumed relationship is 
represented in Fig. 2.5. The controlling equation is thus*
* Earlier versions of the washoff model did not take account of 
interflow and, as a result, salts tended to accumulate in the 
soil moisture and groundwater storages, leading to unacceptably 
high modelled salinities. The small baseflows did not provide 
sufficient through-flow to reduce salinities to observed values. 
It is also unrealistic to assume that the surface flow component 
carries with it a disproportionally higher share of the load 
•_ ian that infiltrating to the soil moisture as both are drawing 
salts from a common source.
".. .
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QINT = i .  i S l g l l .  PINTM.QVELD  (2*8)
2 ST
where S * soil moisture storage at start of time step At 
S/* soil moisture storage at end of time step At
PINTM
I
ST
s + S'
fio . 2.S. Rslotionthip bttween in f  rftow, su rfoct runoff 
@nd to il mlxW#
e) Potential evapotransplration
Lake evaporation is calculated from Symons pan evaporation data. 
Based on studies made by Kriel (1963) and Barker (1965), Pitman 
(1973) concluded that lake evaporation could be estimated from 
Syitons pan data as follows; for the period July-October a pan 
coefficient of 0,8 would be acceptable, while for the period 
November-June the coefficient would be practically unity. The 
model has been written in such a way that Symons pan evaporation 
values are automatically adjusted by these factors.
The original Pitman model uses mean monthly evaporation data as 
input. This has been modified to allow either mean monthly or 
observed daily Symons pan evaporation values to be used. In the 
latter case mean monthly pan evaporations, averaged over the 
catchment, are still read in as well as mean monthly evaporations 
for the reference gauge used. This permits the daily pan evapo­
rations for the reference gauge to be weighted according to the 
mean monthly catchment and reference gauge evaporations.
If so desired, the daily evaporations from several Symons pans 
within the catchment can be averaged and fed in as the daily 
evaporation input to the model. In such event the mean monthly 
catchment and reference gauge evaporations should be set equal to 
each other, thereby effectively setting the weighting factor to 
unity.
As a rule, however, evaporation stations having sufficiently long 
daily evaporation records are scarce and one is obliged to use 
average values.
f) Evaporation from the soil moisture
The relationship used by Pitman was modified by the introduction 
of soil moisture storage SE below which evaporation is assumed to 
cease. This additional feature was included in order to maintain 
realistic soil moisture salinities towards the end of the dry 
season, when modelled base flows would otherwise tend to rise to 
unacceptably high values. The relationship between soil moisture 
storage and evaporation from the soil moisture is depicted in 
Pig. 2.6. Soil moisture evaporation is assumed to take place at 
the potential lake evaporation rate PE when the soil moisture S 
is at full capacity ST. The potential evaporation rate PE is 
either obtained from a data file of daily potential evaporation 
or calculated from mean monthly evaporation values, depending upon 
the data input option chosen.
The function controlling soil moisture evaporation E is as followsi
MOtL ■ « (2.9)
0 •E
toil moisture store## , 8  (mm)
Fit  * .$ . Soil #@t#W* - #v@BQfoMmt f lo t io n ih lft.
g) Percolation of eoll moleture to qroundwofg otorogp
Pitman*• simple power curve is adopted to relate percolation CF**C 
to soil moisture conditions«
QPERC ■ A(S-JL)P0W
i SL soil moisture storage below which no percolation 
occurs (mm)
ST m soil moisture capacity (mm)
POW power of the QPERC-S curve
A constant
This relationship is represented in Pig. 2.7.
, . " '
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FT
ROWQPERC * A (S -S L )
SL
Soil moisture — S (mm)
Soil m oiitw  -  ptc o w Iqo
Defining FT as the percolation at soil moisture capacity and 
substituting QPERC - FT at S - ST in equation 2.10 yields*
(S T -S L ) POR
Thus equation 2.10 becomes*
POW
QPERC - FT [§f=fe]
(2.11)
Wien the soil moisture capacity is exceeded, part or all to the 
excess is added to the groundwater storage GWS. The remainder of 
the excess is added to the surface runoff.
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h) Groundwater discharge and logaea to deep groundwater
The assumption Is made that the total lose of water from the 
groundwater storage GWS (i.e. groundwater discharge plus lose to 
deep-seated groundwater) can be represented by a function similar 
to that employed by Pitman (1976) to determine groundwater dis­
charge alone. The recession constant Kr is determined by the 
equationi
Kr - GW /GWS/ST1  (2.12)
where GW is a constant. The model parameter GL is the reciprocal 
of GW and has the units of days. Equation 2.12 is depicted in 
Pig. 2.8.
k * *
(GWS ■ ST
GraunOwaftr Worogt (mm)
FS6.2.8: Recession constant - oroundwdfir «fcrocs rstoftonthto.
Total groundwater outflow over a one-day period GWPT is then 
given by*
GWPT - Kr • GWS
- GW'GWS*'' ST “1/2
or GWPT * GL"1. OWS1^ * STmU* ......... ...(2.13)
No upper limit is placed upon the value of GWS.
The Pitman model was also modified to allow for the loss of water 
to deep-seated groundwater GWFD. This is determined by the para­
meter DGL, viz. the proportion of the total groundwater outflow 
that enters deep groundwater*
GWPD - GWPT.DGL .............. (2.14)
\ "
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Th« deep-seated groundwater discharge is regarded as having been 
lost to the system and the concept is applicable in instances
It is known that extensive dewatering is taking place, for 
example, in association with mining activities.
The groundwater discharge to the drainage system, GWF. is 
calculated as:
GWF GWFT-GWFD (2.15)
1) Time delay and attenuation of runoff
The calculated instantaneous runoff is lagged by means of the 
parameter LAG, which has units of days.
Attenuation of surface runoff is achieved by means of the Muskingum 
equation (U.S. Corps of Engineers, 1936) which can be written as*
- Co 0ltCV  I1+C2- ^
where C K-K x-tr-K-x+j
%At 
It
 (2.16)
............ (2.17)
r . K.x+kAt 
1 K-K'X+tAt ! (2.18)
-K*X+%At
X=K.jlUh .............(2.19)
where O * surface runoff at catchment outlet
I * surface runoff input
At * routing period (■ 1 day)
K - storage factor
x ■ weighting factor
Subscripts 1 and 2 to I and o refer to the previous and the current 
day’s runoffs respectively. The storage factor K has the units of 
time and is denoted by the model parameter TL. The factor x is 
set to sero for reservoir-type storage attenuation. Hence equationi 
2.17 to 2.19 becomet
BqjLAtmt At (2.20)
and ci - M W (2.21)
In the Pitman model equation 2.16 is used to route instantaneous 
runoff all the way to the catchment outlet. In the author's mod , 
on the other hand, routing is accomplished by means of the channel 
routing model (see section 2.3). in this context therefore 
equation 2.16 is used only to route runoff as far as the main 
river channels. For this reason the parameter TL should be smaller 
than would be the case when using the Pitman model, (if the channel 
routing step is not used, however, then higher TL values are more 
appropriate).
2.2,2 Salt washoff modelling
The water quality phase of the model has been introduced specifi­
cally to represent the generation, storage and transport of total 
dissolved solids (TDS) derived from diffuse sources. Although the 
model was developed primarily to simulate the mass balance and 
fluctuations of TDS, there is no reason why it should not be em­
ployed, if necessary, to model the wash-off of any conserva­
tive constituents of polluted streamflow, such as sulphates, 
chlorides or possibly even sediments.
Precipitation is assumed to have an associated constant background 
TDS, vis. CONCBG. Conservative pollutants (in particular, dis­
solved solids) are assumed to accumulate gradually on the catch­
ment surface from where they are removed when runoff occurs. These 
accumulated salts have been divided for the purposes of modelling 
into two broad categoriesi (a) those stored on paved surfaces and 
(b) those on pervious surfaces. In both cases the pollutant store 
may be recharged at a rate which may be steady or vary with time.
Salt washed off paved surfaces is assumed to enter the river 
system directly and is therefore routed with surface runoft. That 
washed off pervious surfaces is split in proportion to the direct 
surface runoff, interflow and infiltration components derived in 
section 2.2.1. Direct surface washoff is routed in the same manner 
as washoff from paved surfaces, while the remaining washoff load 
enters the soil moisture storage.
Interflow transports salts back into surface runoff at the current
<  , _
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M#: soil moisture salinity. Salt stored in the soil moisture can also 
move into groundwater storage and thence to the stream with the 
groundwater outflow. Provision is made for the gradual leaching 
of salt into the soil moisture and groundwater from the surround­
ing soils, and for the deposition of salt in the soil matrix as 
evaporation depletes the soil moisture storage and subsequent 
solution of salt as the soil moisture storage increases.
Fig. 2.9 illustrates the proc< involved.
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(a) Wash-off from Impervioua urbanised surface#
A basic assumption made here is that the urbanised area of the 
catchment may be represented by AX, the parameter defining the 
impervious portion of the catchment. As human activities are 
known to have a profound impact upon the generation of diffuse- 
source pollutants, it was considered appropriate to differentiate 
between pollutants emanating from areas of highly concentrated 
human activity (urban areas) and those from the remainder of the 
catchment. Urban areas also warrant special consideration be­
cause of their extensive paved surfaces which are linked directly 
to the drainage system. It is logical to suppose that high runoff 
efficiencies from such paved surfaces are just as likely to be 
associated with high pollutant removal efficiencies.
It is assumed that at any instant the pollutant load stored on 
the urbanised surface (and in the atmosphere immediately above 
it) and available for removal is equal to SALTU, in t/km* of 
urbanised area.
It may be assumed also that this storage is depleted primarily 
during those precipitation events which result in runoff from the 
urbanised surfaces and that during such events the load picked 
up per unit area, d(SALTU), within time interval dt is propor­
tional to the instantaneous storage SALTU. This gives else to 
the first order differential equation *
— g— SALTU ■ K.SALTU •»••••••«•••••(2*22)
Integration for the interval At yieldst
SALTU-SALTUz» SALTU* (1-exp(-KAt)) ............. (2.23)
where SALTU/ • pollutant stored per unit area at end of time
step At (t/km*)
-lX ■ constant (d when At is in days)
With the further assumption that K is proportional to QUXBAN, 
the runoff from the urbanised (impervious) area in mm/d*
K - APARU. QURBAN ............. (2.24)
Ml 1
where APARU is a constant of units mm
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Thus from equations 2.23 and 2.24 the total wash-off of TDS from 
impervious areas, WASHU, during time step At is given by:
WASHU * SALTU.AREA.AI. (1-exp(-APARU.QURBAN.At)).......(2.25)
where AREA is the total catchment area in km2 and WASHU is in 
ton units.
Equation 2.25 is similar in form to that developed by Metcalf and 
Eddy (1971) in SWMM (Storm Water Management Model). Equation 2.25 
is depicted in Fig. 2.10.
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The urban salt storage can be replenished via fall-out from 
atmospheric pollution, abrasion of surfaces, refuse, faecal de­
position etc. During any given calendar year the recharge of 
the urban salt storage is assumed to be proportional to time.
Hence the recharge per unit area, ru (t/km2), is given by:
ru * BPARU.At    (2.25)
where BPARU » recharge rate (t/km2/d)
The mass balance equation for salts stored on Impervious urban 
surfaces can then be written as:
SALTU* ■ SALTU+BPARU.At-SALTU.(1-exp(-APARU.QURBAN.At))...(2.27)
Equation 2.27 is a valid approximation provided that BPARU << SALTU.
Thus the salt storage builds up gradually during dry spells and 
is depleted when runoff occurs to a degree dependent upon the 
magnitude of runoff. The process is illustrated in Pig. 2.11.
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The recharge rate BPARU would vary widely depending upon such fac­
tors as the nature and degree of industrialisation, density end 
economic activity of the population and the methods and efficiency 
of waste disposal.
Dynamic conditions may be simulated by means of a growth index 
GROW which is specified for each calendar year simulated. The 
recharge rate applicable tc any given year is then computed as*
BPARU - BPARUO.gjggfl  (2.28)
where BlARUO - urban recharge rate during first year of
simulation (t/km2/d)
GROWO = growth factor for first year of simulation 
GROW = growth factor for current year of simulation
The growth factor may be any index of the state of development of 
the catchment that is indicative of the rate at which salts are 
generated. For the catchments of the southern PWVS region the 
industrial water supply was found to be the best index of salt 
generation (see section 3.3),
The entire salt load washed off paved surfaces, together with 
that associated with the precipitation, is assumed to enter sur­
face runoff.
The total salt load emanating from paved surfaces, SURBAN (t), is 
thus computed ass
SURBAN ■ WASHU + QURBAN.CONCBG. AREA, lo"3 ............ (2.29)
(b) Wash-off from pervious catchment surfaces
Wash-off from pervious catchment surfaces is presumably derived 
from material stored in the atmosphere above the pervious portion 
of the catchment, salts stored on foliage and other catchment 
surfaces, including mine dumps, and in the upper layers of the 
soil through which interflow occurs, and in dry stream beds.
Salt storage is replenished through weathering of catchment sur­
faces, agricultural practices, refuse, atmospheric pollution, 
faecal deposition and so forth.
Equations controlling the wash-off and recharge of salts are 
assumed to be similar to those for impervious surfaces.
The corresponding wash-off equation for pervious surfaces 1st
WASHP • SALTP. AREA.(1-exp (-APARP. REFF. At)  (2.30)
where SALTP ■ salt load stored per unit area of pervious 
catchment at start of time step At (t/km1)
WASHP = salt load washed off pervious surfaces during 
time step At (t)
APARP * constant (mm-*)
For AI<< AREA, equation 2.30 can be re-written as*
WASHP - SALTP.AREA.( 1-exp(-APARR.REFF.At)) ........ (2.31)
The mass balance equation takes the form:
SALTPZ « SALTP+BPARP.At - SALTP(1-exp(-APARP.REFF.At))....(2.32)
where SALTP/« salt load stored per unit area .f pervious 
catchment at end of time step At (t/km*)
BPARP * recharge rate (t/km /d)
For dynamic conditions BPARP is computed for each calendar year 
in a manner similar to that for impervious surfaces*
BPARP BPARPO.|^^ ................. (2.33)
where BPARPO ■ pervious surface recharge &atc during first 
year of simulation (t/km*/d)
Using the same growth indices for recharge on both pervious and 
impervious portions of the catchment implies that the ratio of 
salts generated on these two categories of catchment surface re­
mains constant with time.
The washoff from pervious catchment surfaces, together with the 
salt load associated with the background TDS of the precipitation, 
is split into two components which inter surface runoff and the 
soil moisture respectively. SlNF(t), the portion that enters 
soil moisture storage, is computed as:
SINF * (QINT+QINF). + C0NCBG.AREA.10-3) ....... (2.34)
where QINF » net infiltration during time step At (mm)
- REFF - QVELD
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The salt load that directly enters surface runoff, SVBLD(t),
Is given by:
SVELD - (QVELD-QINT).( j^fjr + CONCBG.AREA.10~3)  (2.35)
c) Salt balance in the soil moisture
It is assumed that salt enters the soil moisture storage via 
infiltration and interflow and through leaching, and leaves as 
percolation to groundwater and interflow. Allowance is made for 
evaporation-induced deposition of salt in the soil matrix and 
for subsequent re-solution of deposited salt as the soil moisture 
storage increases. Complete mixing of the soil moisture is 
assumed.
Salt is assumed to be leached out of the soil matrix at a constant 
rate per unit of soil molstur storage. The total salt load 
leached in time At, SLEACH(t), is thus assumed to be directly 
proportional to the soil moisture storage, St
SLEACH - ALEACH.S.AREA.At  (2.36)
where ALEACH - groundwater salt leaching rate (tAm*/mm/d)
It is also assumed that as water is lost to evapotranspiratlon, 
part of the salt load is deposited in the soil matrix and is re­
dissolved when the soil moisture storage is increased. The salt 
load deposited in the soil matrix during time step At, SDEP (t), 
is computed as:
SDEP - PDEPS. (ES%3L ).SLOAD  (2.37$
.. ere PDEPS ■ proportion of salt contained in evaporated water 
which is assumed to be deposited in the soil 
matrix (0 £ PDEPSi 1)
SLOAD - soil moisture salt storage at start of time
step At (t)
The above relationship is depicted in Pig. 2.12.
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The salt load re-dlesolved during time step At, SDlS(t), is 
confuted as*
(S's S)  (2.38a)SDIS • 0
Or SDIS - § ^ §  • SSOIL (S/ > S) . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 2 . 38b)
where s'- soil moisture storage at end of time step At (mm) 
SSOIL - salt storage in the dry portion of the soil 
at start of time step At (t)
The salt mass balance equation for salt stored in the dry portion 
of the soil is then given by*
SSOIL'" SSOIL + SDEP - SDIS oooeosoeeoee
where SSOIl '- salt storage in the dry portion of the soil
end of time step At (t)
■ - H
v:f \ :  ■
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The relationship between the salt load re-dissolved and soil 
moisture storage is depicted in Pig. 2.13.
The implication of equations 2.36 is that the re-dissolving of 
salt stored in the dry portion of the soil is directly proportional 
to the increase in soil moisture storage. It is possible that 
the re-solution of such salt could be better explained by means 
of a decay equation similar in form to (2.31) with REPP replaced 
by (QXNT+QXNF). The less complex equations 2.36 were used, how­
ever, in order to reduce the number of model parameters that have 
to be calibrated.
The soil moisture salt storage mass balance equation is solved 
in two steps. All contributions to soil moisture salt storage 
are first added, then losses are deducted. This is to ensure 
unconditional stability of the salt balance equations. 8LGAD*, the 
Intermediate soil moisture salt storage after adding all salt 
gains and deducting the deposited salt load, is computed as*
SLOAO" - 8LOAD + SINF + SLEAOl ♦ SDIS - SDBP ....... (2.40)
•SOIL
SDIS__
1  
1
Soil moisture storage (mm)
The salt load returned to surface runoff via interflow, SINT(t), 
is then computed as:
SINT - QINT . SLOAD eeesseseseseseee# (2.41)
while the salt load transferred to the groundwater via percolation # 
SPERC (t), is given by:
The assumption of complete mixing within the soil moisture gains 
credibility when it is considered that, although water and salts 
infiltrate in a roughly vertical direction in such a way as might 
cause vertical stratification, the interflow must migrate more or 
less horizontally in order to reach the stream. Thus, although 
the toll moisture itself may not be well mixed, the water entering 
the stream is likely to be practically fully mixed. The same 
argument applies to the assumption of complete fixing within the 
groundwater.
The soil moisture salt storage at the end of time stgp At, SLOAD'(t), 
is then computed as:
SLOAD' - SLAOD"- SINT - SPERC  (2.43)
d) Salt balance in the groundwater
Salt is assumed to enter the groundwater as percolation from the
soil moisture and by the leaching of salts from the soil/rock in 
the groundwater region. Salt leaves the groundwater storage by 
groundwater outflows to the stream and to deep-seated groundwater.
The groundwater is assumed to be completely mixed at the end of 
each time step.
The salt mass balance is maintained by the equation:
GLOAD' ■ GLOAD+SPERC+GLEACH-SGWF-SGWFD ........... (2.44)
where GLOAD' ■ groundwater salt storage at end of time step At (t)
GLOAD ■ groundwater salt storage at start of time step At (t)
SPERC <=» SPERC .SLOAD* IW+dlNF-ESOIL (2.42)
GLEACH ■ salt load leached into groundwater during time At (t)
- ALEACH.GWS.AREA. At ..................
SGWF * salt load entering stream as groundwater outflow
during time At (t)
. GLOAD.GWF   (2.46)
GWS
SGWFD = salt load entering deep-seated groundwater
during time At (t)
GLOAD. GVfFD   (2.47)«  ggg  ..............
•) Routing of surface wash-off
As explained in section 2.2.1, surface runoff is attenuated by 
means of the Muskingum equation:
Oj ■ CgOg + ^1*1 + Cglg * *.......•••.•••• (2.16)
Use of equation 2.16 to route surface water, however, raises the 
problem of how to route the associated pollutant load. To avoid 
unduly complicating the model a simple empirical method based on 
the Muskingum equation has been devised.
Associated with the surface runoff input I (where I ■ DURBAN + 
QV3LD) on any day, a salinity Cl xs calculated from the equation:
«  - -io3 ..............
Thus the salt concentrations CI^ and Clj (mg/1), corresponding to 
runoff Inputs and I2 (where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the 
previous and current days), can be calculated from equation 2.48. 
further, from previous calculations, CO^, the salinity of the 
runoff at the catchment outlet on the previous day, is also known. 
If it can be assumed that the water leaving the catchment outlet 
during the current day comprises a mixture of three types of water 
having salinities CI^ CI2 and 00%, mixed together in the same 
proportions as lx, i2 and 0% to make up 02 in equation 2.16, then 
the following equation will hold:
CO. + C.X.C1. + c 2i . c x 2
where C02 “ salinity of the runoff at the catchment outlet
during the current day (mg/i).
Equation 2.49 ensures conservation of mass as C0# *nd Cg «dd 
up to unity. In effect the salt is routed with its associated 
water. This method of routing can be criticised on the grounds 
'.hat with channel storage it is possible during any one time 
interval to have water leaving the lower end of the channel which 
contains none of the water that entered at the upper end during 
the same time step. (In other words, under such conditions, the 
term C^I^CI^ should be deleted from equation 2.49 and the re­
maining terms adjusted). When it is considered, however, that 
equations 2.16 and 2.48 are being used not merely to route water 
through a channel but across a catchment, the assumption becomes 
plausible. Obviously, during a given time step, that part of the 
runoff which is derived from precipitation near the catchment 
outlet or near the major river channels will indeed leave the 
catchment within the same time step. In any event, little if any 
information is available on the exact mechanism and relative 
lagging of water and pollutant movements across a catchment sur­
face. Even where reasonably precise relationships can be derived 
they are likely to vary widely with local conditions# The adop­
tion of an equation such as 2.48 would therefore seem to he 
justified as it is based on assumptions certainly no more sweeping 
than others that have had to be made.
The final concentration of the water leaving the catchment, COOT, 
is then calculated by mixing the surface and groundwater flows:
C02.02 + SGWF
COOT ■ —-g ygp|{i —  ................(2.50)
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2.3 Structure of program NACL02
The channel routing model handles channel storage effects and the 
operating program, NACL02, is designed specifically to account for 
the storage and movement of water and salt through large storage 
elements such as the extensive reed-beds encountered in the tribu­
taries draining southwards from the Wltwatererand. No attempt is 
made to model water movements with a high degree of hydraulic 
accuracy, as the long computational times entailed in so doing
would defeat the objective, which Is to simulate long sequences 
of hydrology and the associated water quality fluctuations. The 
aim has been to devise a simple but effective empirical model; 
the data requirements of anything more complex than this would 
become prohibitive.
Storage effects are handled by introducing one or more interlinked 
channel reaches which are treated as linear reservoirs. Each 
reach is assumed to comprise a central channel within a flood 
plain. Discharges in the channel and through the flood plain are 
computed according to the Manning formula and provision is made 
for lateral flow between channel and flood plain. Each reach 
accepts at its head the outflow from up to three upstream reaches, 
together with effluent point flows and part of the runoff from 
the catchment within which the reach is situated. The remainder 
of the catchment runoff enters the river reach laterally via 
the flood plain.
That portion of the inflow which enters the upstream end of the 
channel section of the reach id aggregated to form a new cell.
These cells are then advected through the reach. At the down­
stream end of the reach the cells are progressively destroyed, 
their contents then contributing towards the input to the follow­
ing reach.
Lateral flows to and from the channel are fed into, or removed 
from, each cell in proportion to the cell volumes (i.e. the channel 
Is assumed to be uniform in cross-section). Allowance is made for 
bed seepage losses, irrigation abstractions and return seepage, 
as well as evaporation from free water surfaces and evapotran* 
piration from reed beds.
It is hypothesised that due to evapotranspiration salt accumulates 
in the sponge-like root tone of those parts of the flood plain 
that are covered by reedf M e  and that the accumulated salt is 
flushed out during floods'. This process could be particularly 
important in instances Where the flood plain is not perennially 
covered by water. A salt "sponge" storage function was therefore 
introduced.
Apart from a list of modal parameters, input to the model com­
prises an output file from program MAC&01 containing mean monthly 
potential evaporation and daily runoffs with their salt concen­
trations, and average effluent point flows (with salinities) 
entering the upstream end of each reach. If desired,monthly 
values of effluent flows and salinities may be given.
One or more catchments, each containing one or more river reaches # 
can be modelled.
2.3.1 Channel routing model < water mass balance 
a) Channel geometry
Each river reach is assumed to have a uniform cross-section. 
EC and BT, the channel and al breadths respectively, are 
specified for various depths vi flow, fi. Breadths at inter- 
madlate depths are interpolated linearly. The depth-breadth 
relationship is illustrated in Fig. 2.14.
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(b) Inflow from upstream reaches
Bach river reach may be connected at Its upstream end to 
as many as three river reaches. The calculated volume of 
outflow from each of these reaches during time step At is 
■Imply added to the storage of the reach under consideration.
(c) Effluent point flows
All effluent point-flows entering the river system are 
aggregated as inflows entering the upstream end of the 
relevant reaches. These values are supplied externally 
to the model.
(d) Catchment runoff directly into reach
Bach river reach myst be situated entirely within a catch­
ment which has been modelled using program NACL01, but more 
than one reach may be defined within each such catchment. 
Each reach within the catchment then derives catchment 
runoff in proportion to the percentage of the catchment 
area draining directly into the reach. Of the runoff enter­
ing the reach directly, part will enter the reach at its 
upstream end and the remainder laterally.
The catchment runoff entering the reach at its upstream end 
during time step At, QCATU (m'xlO*), is then given byt
QCATU - PUAT-jffijfrCW E   (2.51)
where PLAT - 
OCAT • 
CUMBC » 
NSTSP -
proportion of catchment draining to upstream 
end of river reach
catchment outflow as calculated in program
NACL01 (mVs)
constant
0,0864
number of computational time steps per day
QLAT (m’xlO1), the catchment runoff entering the reach 
laterally during time step At is computed isi
QLAT - PUP.QCAT.CUMEC ••«•••••••••**(2*52)
where PUP * proportion of catchment draining laterally to 
the river reach
Pig. 2.15 aervee to clarify the definitions of PLAT and PUP. In 
the diagram, for reach number 1, PLAT - yyg * 0,318 and PUP - 555 
■ 0,182.
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(e) Evaporation loeeee
Met evaporation loeeee are calculated on a daily baele from 
the mean monthly potential evaporation and the daily rainfall. 
The potential evaporation, PI(mm/d), la multiplied by a 
monthly evaporation factor P1VAP in order to account for the 
reduction or increase in evaporation as the result of the 
influence of the extensive reed beds covering large areas 
Of some of the reaches. The equations governing evaporation 
are 1 ^
EVAPV - UL.FBVAP - RCAT) —  (m'xlO*) .....(2.S3)
where RCAT rainfall during day (nun)
AT - average total water surface area during time
step At (km1).
AT can be re-wrltten In terms of and the depths of flow 
at the start and end of time step At respectively, to yield:
AT ® A^Hl + ATH2 • % (h^  + hg) ........ , ,«,«(2*54)
From the geometry, for £ ^(h^+hg)^ ATH1 and ATH2 are
given by:
f  (BT - BTk-1)
ATH1 = BTk_1 -
<“k -
. CHAIN .10-*3  (2.55)
(BT — BT )
and ATH2 - m   n*’ ^. . CHAIN .10 ...........(2.55)
k " "k-l'
where CHAIN = length of river reach (km).
AC, the corresponding channel water surface area, is computed by 
equations identical in form to 2.54 - 2.55 with ATH1, ATH2, BTk 
and BTk-1 replaced by ACH1, ACH2, BCk and BCk_^.
Equation 2.53 can be re-written ms:
EVAPV * ET1 + ET2*h2  ..(2.57)
where KT1 = (PE.FEVAP-RCAT) ^ (ATHl+%.ATH2.h.)
NSTEP*10
i,T2 - iPE.FEVAP-RCATl , ( ^ H 2 )
NSTEP*10
Transpiration loss from the reeds and other swamp vegetation is
computed as:
QTG (PE.FTRANS-RCAT) —  (m*XlO*) .... (2.51)
where FTRAuNS = seasonal transpiration factor
AVLF'JI vlei area (km2)
(f) Bed lo»f•
A constant potential bed loss rate is specified per reach.
The actual bed loss applied during any time step is adjusted 
according to the availability of water in the reach.
(g) Irrigation losses
The assumption is made that the crop demand during time step At, 
QCD (mlxlOl), is directly proportional to the potential evapora­
tion.
Hencei *
QCD - A1RRI0HOTH16^ --10-   <2.59>
where AXBRIG - area of land under irrigation (km*)
FIRRXG - seasonal irrigation demand factor.
This demand is then met by precipitation and irrigation.
The irrigation demand during time step At, QIRRIG (m'xlO*), is 
then given by*
QIRRIG -  (PB*riRRXG-RCAT)*$||jJ£ .10~3    (2.60)
When equation 2.60 becomes negative QIRRIG is set equal to sero.
Allowance is made for irrigation return flows. It is assumed that 
a constant proportion# RETURN# of the Irrigation demand returns to 
the stream. The irrigation return flow during time step At, QIR 
(m'xlO*), is given by*
QIR - RETURN •QIRRIG  (2.61)
(h) Outflow from downstream end
Outflow from each reach is assumed to be controlled by the Manning 
equation. Discharge from the central channel during time step At, 
QOUTC (m'xlO*), is thus computed as*
QOUTC * ^  • SIZ)PE VS* ........... (2.62
*h«r« AXC - average wetted cross-sectional area of charne
during time step At (m1)
AMANC - Manning n factor for channel
PC - average wetted perimeter of channel during time
step At (m)
SLOPE ■ channel slope,
w h i l e  t h e  d i s c h a r g e  from t h e  flood plain, QOUTF (m'xio"). Is 
given byt
QOUTF . ^ 8® $  • ^ r - SL0PEV‘  <2'63’
where AXF - a v e r a g e  w e t t e d  c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l  a r e a  o f  f l o o d
plain during time step At (m1)
AHANF * Manning n factor for flood plain
P P  - a v e r a g e  w e t t e d  p e r i m e t e r  o f  c h a n n e l  d u r i n g
time step At (m).
The implicit assumption behind equations 2 . 6 2  and 2 . «  le that 
the outflow et the lower end of each reach Is Independent of the 
influence of storages In downstream reaches. Care should there­
fore he taken to chooee river reach* m  such a way as to make 
these equations a.- nearly valid a. poeslble. h weir or o-tlet 
from a lake or vlel would thus form an Ideal river reach boundary.
pro. the geometry, for ^  i ■.<*>,♦»,) ,Hk. AXC can be enpreaeed 
SSI
AXC - AXCH1 ♦AXCH2-Wh1*h2)+AXCH3-(Wh1+h2)) *  ( 2 .6 4 )
whsrs AXCH1 * wetted cross-sectional area below depth Hkel (m )
AXCH2 -  -  " t . 1 -  % %   , , - W
1 <*Ck - ■=K-1>
MtcH3 * i n i k - Hk:1-T
ssseee*e«*d«(5t *S6)
Similarly PC can be expressed as;
PC - PCH1 + PCKZ'tmi+hg) ............ (2.67)
where PCH1 ■ wetted perimeter below depth Hk4l (m)
PCH2 - 2 f(Bck - “ k-l)
£
> ♦ 1
Z'Ck" tik-l>
S’ ■*
• .(2.68)
AXF and PF can similarly be expressed in terms of h^ and hg as;
AXF ■ AXFHl+AXFH2*^(h1+h2) +AXCH3»^(h1+h2)Jl .... (2.69)
and PF - PFH1 + PFH2'%(hi+h2)  (2.70)
where coefficients AXFH1, ASFH2, AXFH3, PFH1 and PFH2 are derived 
in the same way as AXCH1-3, PCH1 and PCH2.
(1) Overall water mass balance
The continuity equation for any river reach may be written as;
VOL* - VOL+ f QOUT. + QEFF ♦ QCATU+OIAT-EVAPV-QTO 
1-1 1
- GLOSS-QIRRIG^OIR-OOUTC-QOUTF ......(2.71)
where VOL# - storage at end of time step At (m*xlO")
VOL - storage at start of time step At (maxlO*) 
m - number of river reaches connected to upstream 
end ol reach
QOUTi - outflow from 1th upstream reach during time step 
At (m*xlOl)
QEFF - effluent point flow into reach during time step 
At (m,xlOe)
GLOSS - bed loss during time step At (m*xlO*)
For H*.! * h2 S Hk , VOL* is given by;
VOL* ■ (AXC + AXF)•CHAIN«10‘3
- VTH1 + VTH2«h2 ♦ VTH3.h|  ....(2.72)
Where VTH1 * (AXCH1 > AXPH1)•CHAIN-lo*3
VTH2 - (AXCH2 + AXPH2)•CHAIN•lo "3
end VTH3 - (AXCH3 + AXPH3)-CHAIN-lo"3
Although output from program NACL02 Is at a dally time step# equ.
2.71 Is solved N3TBP times (where NSTBP is user-defined) per day.
Two methods are used to solve equation 2.71, the first being the 
Newton-Rhapson convergence procedure.
The continuity equation (2.71) can be re-written as:
f (hj) - 0 - CONST-EVAPV-QOUTC-QOUTF-VOL' ..........(2.73)
Where CONST - VOL+ ? QOUT.+QEFP+QCATU+QLAT-QTG-GLOSS
l-l 1
— QXRltXG+QIR ............... (2.74)
and SVAPV, QOUTC# QOUTF and VOLz are functions of the unknown 
hg defined by equations 2.57, 2.62, 2.63 and 2.72.
Using the Newton-Hhapson procedure, the (i+1)^ approximation 
of h2, hg+l, is given by*
4 CONST-EVAPV (h^)-VOL (h^)-QOUTC(hg)-QOUTf(h^)
m h2 m -D1VAPV(hj)-DVOL (h|)-DQOUTC(hJ)-DQOUTP(hj)
..........(2.75)
where DBVAPV, DQOUTC, DQOUTP and DVOL^ are differentials with 
respect to hg of equations 2.57, 2.62, 2.63 and 2.72.
Differentiating equations 2.57 and 2.72 with respect to hg yieldsi
DBVAPV - BT2   (2.76)
and DVOL^ — VTM2 ♦ 2 • VTH3*®ig ........................ (2*77)
The differential of equation 2.62 with respect to hg is given by*
DOOOTC “ [mwe-BBTW 1] • [AXC-skj [(rc^,z] • ^ ,AXC]
Successive estimates of h, are made using equation 2,75 until
lAl 4
*RR1, the absolute difference between hg and hg, is less than 
ERROR (m), the specified maximum permissible srror,
When discontinuities In the river reach cross-section are en­
countered the solution procedure can become unstable # resulting 
in divergence. A check is therefore incorporated to switch to a 
store stable# although slower# convergence procedure (the method 
of False Position) if BRRi exceeds the absolute error of
the preceding iteration.
The ( 1 + 1 ) approximation of hg is then given by*
CUMBC*SLOPE
WONC'NSMP
ICUMEC* SLOPE
Similarly DQOUTF is given by*
13. (h1+hg)
(2.79)
f (hgl - f(hj)
eaaeaeeaaeaeeeea (2. SO)
where hj is some earlier choice of h2 end f is the function of 
h% given in equation 2.72.
The method of False Position is first order convergent. It is 
still possible, although less likely, that this procedure can al­
so become unstable when discontinuities in channel cross-section 
are encountered. Should this occur, the computational time step 
for the current day is halved and the computation for the day is 
repeated using starting conditions as at the start of the day.
The user may limit the maximum number of iterations during any 
time step to NQMAX iterations. Should convergence not have 
occurred after NQMAX iterations, then the computational error 
may be unacceptably high. Alternatively, a systematic gain or 
loss of water due to allowable computational errors could occur. 
A check calculation is therefore made at the end of every day to 
ensure that the water mass balance is preserved. This is done 
by first summating the storage at the start of the day and the 
total inflow into the reach during the day. This value, DIFFV0, 
is then given by*
DIFFV0 * VOL-^J^ qoOT^+QEFF+QCATU+QLAT+QIrJ’HSTBP...... (2.
laeh of the losses of water from the reach is then successively 
subtracted from oxffv0*
DIFFVj " DIFFVj_i - LOSSj .(2
where L0881 “ computed loss during the day
i.e. LOSS. - *F** («VAPVk)
1 k-1 *
LOSS2 * QTO'NSTIP
LOSSj - GLOSS•MSTSP
L0S8| - QtWtlO’NSTBP
LOSS. - llfTBP (QOUTCk)
5 k-1 *
NSTEP
and LOSS. - I (QOUTF.)
* i-1 *
81)
.82)
where k refers to the kth time step.
Equation 2.82 is thus applied six times. If DIFFVj * 0 no 
adjustment is made# but if DIFFVj< 0# then LOSSj is adjusted 
tot
LOSSj * DIFFj  ^ »••••••••#••••••••••(2•83)
and LOSSj+1 ....... LOSSg are set equal to sero.
(j) internal water mass balance
Having solved the overall continuity equation for the reach it 
now becomes necessary to determine the fluxes between channel and 
flood plain.
Pig, 2.16 depicts the movement of water through the reach.
Fla, f .f: QstisfmHsei shmrnsl racdi.
The inflow at the upstream end of the reach, QUP (m’xlO1), is 
distributed between the flood plain and the channel in proportion 
to QOUTC and QOUTFt Hencet
QUPC - ^  * QUP 
and QUPF QUP - QUPC 
m
................. (2.84)
,.«».««««».*******(2*85)
Where QUP - E QOUT.+QEFF+QCATU • NSTEP
i»l
QUPC ■ inflow to upstream end of flood plain (m'xlO")
QUPF * inflow to upstream end of channel (m*xlO*)
QOUTZ * QOUTC + QOUTF (m’xlO*)
Evaporation, evapotrenspiratlon and bed seepage losses are assumed 
to be derived from channel and flood plain storage in proportion 
to the corresponding water surface areas.
Thus*
EC - x§ •*>“ .
QTC - &£ -LOSS,
QBC - CT •less
and*
EF * LOSS^ - EC
QTF - LOSS* - QTC
QBF ■ LOSS4 - QBC
    (2 *86)
...»••**••••••••*•(2*87)
 (2.88)
...•.•••*••*•*•***(2*88) 
«....••••*•****•**(2 * 80) 
.»***»..**********(2*81)
where EC, QTC and QBC are evaporation, evapotranepirat ion and 
bed seepage losses from the channel and EF, QTF and QBF are the 
corresponding losses from the flood plain.
Making the assumption that irrigation demands are pumped from the 
channel while irrigation return flows and lateral inflows from 
the surrounding catchment enter the flood plain allows OF, the 
transverse flow from the channel to the flood plain during the 
day (m'xlO*), to be calculated as*
QP ■ VC-VC 4gUPC-QIRRIG-EC-QTC-0BC-00UTC ..........(2.92)
where VC * channel storage at start of day (n’xlO*)
VC'- channel storage at end of day (m’xlO1)
- axcl*chain.io“3
where AXC^ Is the wetted cross-sectional area of the channel (as 
given by equation 2.64) at the end of the last computational 
time step of the current day.
VF% the flood plain storage at the end of the day (m’xlO*)» Is 
then calculated ass
VP/- VOL' - VCZ  .....(2.93)
where VOL£ ■ total reach storage at end of last computational 
time step of the current day (m'xio*).
2.3.2 Channel routine model s salt mass balance
All the water and salt entering the upstream end of the channel 
during each day is aggregated to form a new cell. The cells are 
advected through the reach with no allowance for dispersion between 
cells. Dispersion was ignored, as the simplicity of the model 
does not warrant such sophistication. Dispersion effects are 
to some extent accounted for by the interchange between the cen­
tral channel and the flood plain. For tributary systems with 
more than one river reach a significant amount of dispersion is 
achieved when the entire day's outflow from each rsaeh is mixed 
before being introduced into the following reach.
The assumption is made that the flood plain can be treated as a 
single, completely mixed cell. This assumption is tenable due to 
the relatively long detention tips of the flood plain storage com­
pared with that of the channel.
(.) » « U  Mux., b.tw.n chwm.l «nd flood pl.tn
The volume off the new cell created at the upstream end of the 
channel, veN , is set equal to QUPC. The salt load entering cell 
N, seN (t), is given asi
.C* - S U P . g ^   «*••«
where SOP - f ?  (QOUT, 'COOT J  + QEPP-CBFP + QCATU'CCAt] -NSTEP
Li-1 x  (2.95)
and COUT^ - * a Unity of outflow from I**1 upstream reach (mg/1)
CEPP - salinity of effluent point inflow (mg/1)
CCAT - salinity of catchment runoff (mg/t)
The salt load entering the upstream end of the flood plain is 
then calculated as*
SQUPP - SUP - scN ......................
The salt load returned from irrigated lands during the day,
SQXft (t), is given by*
SOX* - 8QX£ (1-FIX) ....................<2e97>
where SQI0 - salt load applied to irrigated land during
previous day (t)
PXX * proportion of applied salt load retained on
irrigated l*nd (O < PXX < 1)
The catchment weehoff salt load entering the reach laterally,
•MW (t), is given by*
SLAT - QLAT• CCAT.............. .... ....... . (2.91)
The salt load flushed out of the swamp "sponge* storage during 
the day, SPLOSH (t), is given by*
•PLUSH - PLEACH*88.ICVP-WP*) ......................
where PLEACH * leaching factor for salt# stored 1m the swamp
M  » swamp sponge salt storage at start of day (t)
VP ■ flood plain water storage at start of day (m’xlo1)
If splosh as calculated by equation 2.ft is greater than 88, then 
SPLOSH is set equal to 88
2.44
There are two possible flow conditions that need to be consideredt 
Case l » o r *  o
In this case the salt mass balance for the flood plain is first 
computed. Pre-mixing all inflows to the flood plain yields*
SF" - SF+8QIR+SLAT+SQUPF+SFLUSH  ...............(2.100)
where SF* ■ 
SF -
intermediate flood plain salt storage (t) 
flood plain salt storage at start of day (t)
The salt load moving from the flood plain to the channel, SQF (t), 
is then given by;
where VF*» VF+QIR+QLAT+QUPF
...................(2.101)
...................(2.102)
The lateral inflow to the reach is then apportioned to each eell 
according to its storage. Thus for cell 1 the adjusted storage 
vej is given by;
v c .
Vef - VC1 + qgf 1 (-OF) ...................(2.103)
where vc^ ■ cell volume at start of day (m'xlO*) 
VCT • VC ♦ QUFC
The corresponding adjusted cell salt load, sc^ (t), is given by*
vc.
SC£ *  s c i  ♦  g g y  • (-SQ F) ................... (2.104)
sei ■ cell salt load at start of day (t).
The implicit assumption is that the entire upstream inflow enters 
the reach at the beginning of the day, whereas in fact cell N grows 
from sero volume at the start of the day to its full volume at the 
day's end. The lateral inflow to cell N will therefore be over­
estimated. Similarly, at the downstream end of the reach, the 
lateral Inflow to those cells leaving the reach will also be over­
estimated. This approximation is satisfactory provided the inflow 
at the upstream end is small relative to the total reach storage.
The second Implied assumption is that the channel is uniform# 
with uniform lateral inflow along its length (i.e. the lateral 
inflow to any cell is proportional to the cell volume). Catch­
ment and channel irregularities reduce the validity of thie assump­
tion, however. In view of the limitations of this second assump­
tion, there is little purpose to be served by applying the complex 
equations required to modify the first assumption. The effects 
f these approximations are considered to be of little consequence 
compared with those resulting from the other assumptions that have 
had to be made.
Channel losses are next deducted from each cell in proportion to 
the adjusted cell volume vc£. The new adjusted cell volume vcj 
and the adjusted cell storage sc^ are given by:
vc?
VC^ « VC* - (QTC+QBC+EC+QIRRIG)  (2.105)
Case II: QF > 0
In this case the losses from each cell are first deducted. The 
new volume and the new cell storage sc^ are then given by:
sc' * SC* - SQBCi - SQTCi - SQI1 sssstessese (2.106)
where SQBC (2.107)
SQTCl - (VCT-QF)
soil - •ct,$eS§F>
(2.108)
(2.109)
vc,
VC^ * vci -(QTC+QBC+EC+QIRRIG+OF)
sc' * sc1 - SQBC1-SQTC1-SQIi-SOFl
• •ssseaeeee (2.110)
(2.111)
where SQBC^ • 6Ci
M i ,  . .=V 2 ^ 2  .........................
SQF1 - • c i - $ r  .........................<2,115>
Pre-mixing all inflows to the flood plain yields:
„ »  . SF+SQIR+SLAT+SQUPF+SFLUSH+^tSOFj) ......... (2.116)
*nd V F *  - VF+om-KlIAT+QUPF+QF ..................... .
Att«r SF*h»» been computed by equation 2.100 or 2.116 the final 
..It storage at the end of the day SF'is computed ...
SF* * SF*-S0UTF-50BF-SQTF
where SOUTF - SF^-fi^pP- 
SQBF * SF"@p&
8QTF - S F ^ ^
  (2.118)
   *(2.119)
     (2 .120)
 ,........(2.121)
(b) Balt balance in the ewamp sponge
The .alt maa. balano. wiuatlon for the ewamp .pen™ = "  now be 
solved asi
ggf . SS-8FLU6H+SQTF+^Z^(S0TCi) ...............
where SSZ - .amp .pong, salt at rg. at end of day It).
(o) Salt loss to bed seepage
Th. total bed ...page .alt lo». during the day, SBLOSS (t), Is 
given by:
gOLOSS - SQBFf Z (SOBC1) ................. . .
i»l
(d) A d v c t l o n  o f  a a l t  f r o m  th. reach
Finally to b. accounted for 1. advection out of th. down.tr.am end 
of the reach. The salt load SOOT* leaving the downstream end of
the channel section is calculated thus:
SOUTZ - SOUTP^S1
1*1
(2 ,124)
The first n-1 cells are completely drained and discarded, while 
cell n is partially drained, its new volume vcj*being given by:
The water leaving the downstream end of the reach then forms part 
of the inflow to the next downstream reach. The steps involved in 
the cell advection process are illustrated in Fig. 2.17.
A maximum allowable number of cells per reach, NMAX# is introduced 
to prevent the number of cells from becoming unmanageable when for 
prolonged periods outflow remains much smaller than the total reach 
storage. The number of cells is controlled as follows:
If the number of cells reaches NMAX, the first NMIX cells are
f QOUTC - T, vc
% 4 -1
n-1
(2.125)
*
mixed to form a new cell of volume vc^t
, NMIX
vc. * I (vc.) 
1 l-l l
(2.126)
*
end salt storage sc^i
* NMIX
SC. - I (sc.) 
1 i-1 1
• ••••assssssstssseesseese (2.127)
2.48
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CHAPTER 3 TESTING OF THE MODEL
This chapter describes the tests made to ensure that the model 
described in chapter 2 works satisfactorily. Before testing the 
ability of the model to simulate daily discharges and salt 
loadings accurately it was first carefully checked manually for 
programming errors and internal stability. Programs NACL01 and 
NACL02 print out as a matter of course cumulative total inputs 
and outputs as well as initial and final storage states for both 
water and salt. These enable the user, if he so desires, to check 
the integrity of the mass balance equations every time the pro­
grams are run. The capability of the model to reproduce observed 
daily flows and salinities successfully serves as further proof 
of the internal consistency of the programs. Any serious unde­
tected error would render satisfactory calibration of the models 
impossible.
The remainder of the chapter describes the catchments used to 
test the models and gives details of the results obtained.
3.1 Objective functions
The following criteria have been adopted for judging the goodness- 
of-fit between modelled and observed daily flows, TDS and salt 
loadsi
a) Daily mean
Observed and modelled mean daily values should be as close as 
possible, i.e. in the following express on must be minimised *
e» •
i xm - x„!
E1 - | — 2J. loo  (3.1)
xo
where * percentage error of mean dailv values
xm = modelled mean daily value
x0 « observed mean dally value
b) Standard deviation
The standard deviation of modelled monthIv salt loads should 
be as close as possible to that of the observed loads, i.e. 
in the equation 3.2 must be minimisedi
where Eg = percentage error in standard deviations
S * standard deviation of modelled daily values
S * standard deviation of observed daily values
o
c) Linear correlation coefficient
The linear correlation coefficient, r, of modelled and ob­
served daily values should be am near to unity as oomsible.
d) Visual fit
The visual fit between plotted modelled and observed dailv 
values should be good, i.e. modelled and observed peaks and 
troughs should coincide as closely as possible in both magni­
tude and time.
e) Parameter stability
There should be no *ong-term instability of the model para­
meters. In particular, there should be a reasonable balance 
between the initial and final catchment surface salt storages. 
During any simulation the total surface salt recharge should 
be of the same order of magnitude as the total surface salt 
wash-off.
Criterion (d), although practically impossible to quantify, is 
extremely important and demands close attention, when the visual 
fit is good, the other criteria are usually also satisfied.
There are three reasons for not attemoting to combine the quanti­
fiable criteria, (a) - (c), into a single objective functions
(i) A single, multi-purpose objective function is inevitably 
far less sensitive than the individual functions* For 
instance, it is highly desirable that r.l should be as near 
sere as possible, and it should therefore be heavily 
weighted. To do so, however, makes the combined function 
much less sensitive to changes in Eg and r. By keening 
the functions separate it is always possible to satisfy 
criterion (a) without in any way imoalring the sensitivity 
of the other criteria.
“  1-
o
e) T....r corr«;-»'"" efficient
d) vi«>al fit . »•»
s s s s -
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•) parameter »tability
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wash-off. 
of the other criteria.
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(ii) No mathematical objective function can incorporate 
criterion (d).
(ill) The only real justification for a single objective function 
would be to permit automatic calibration procedures to be 
introduced but these have certain drawbacks - viz. they 
require numerous iterations before convergence and they 
often converge upon a poor fit. Perhaps most serious of 
all, they encourage blind use of the model by persons who 
are not familiar with hydrological processes and the 
modelling assumptions and are therefore not in a position 
to interpret the results.
It is often the case that records of daily streamflow and TDS are 
intermittent, due to defective or inadequate equipment or infrequent 
sampling. In applying criteria a) to d) therefore, it is important 
to know how representative the records are of actual flow conditions.
When, for example, a streamflow recorder measures only low flows, 
then the modelled flows inevitably tend to exhibit a higher mean 
and standard deviation than those observed and the correlation 
coefficient deteriorates. This results from the fact that very 
often modelled floods are slightly out of phase with those ob­
served. Pig. 3.1 serves to illustrate the point.
. _ ... ieh modelled and 
'lofte ore comperedrecordedmodelled
Time
fig. 3.1: £zomp(e of poorly rtprtetirtotlv itrtom M e w  rtccrd
3.4
In the figure the broken black line represents the actual stream- 
flows which were not recorded. A statistical comparison of ob­
served and modelled flows for the periods when the recorder is in 
operation would in this instance prove highly misleading. At time t, 
for instance, the modelled discharge is much higher than that 
observed; this insignificant error would lead to the conclusion 
that the modelled standard deviation is much too high, whereas 
in fact it is nearly correct.
A "significance factor", SP, has been devised to give an indication 
of the representativeness of the sample for the period simulated;
SF ■ 1 - ~ *nl lsN * sn!+  g- '= y .
*N + *nX_ N
........... (3,3)
in which x and S are the means and standard deviations of the 
modelled values and the subscripts refers
N to the entire period simulated and 
n to the days on which observed data were available.
A significance factor approachinq unity would he a represen­
tative samnle; the smaller the value of SF t.' r the sample.
Values of SF can vary between -1 and +1.
3.2 Model tests
The model was tested using stream-flow and TDS data obtained at 
several points in the southern PWVS region. The region was divided 
into 12 subcatchments as indicated in Fig. 3.2 on which are shown
also the locations of streamflow gauging stations and water quality
sampling points. Each subcatchment is in turn divided into one or 
mere river reaches to facilitate routing of water and dissolved 
solids through the tributarv system. The river reaches are indi­
cated in Fig.3.3.
Model calibration proceeded in two stens. First, all available 
daily streamflow data at each monitoring point u p  to August 1976 
were used to calibrate the rainfall/runoff parameters of thS model 
for each subcatchment. Secondly, water quality parameters were 
established for each subcatchment for the period 1977.09 to 1976.06.
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This latter period was limited to one year because prior to that 
date river quality sampling was at weekly (in sane cases monthly) 
intervals. Since 12 September 1977 the sampling frequency at 
several key points has been increased to daily intervals thereby 
enabling good estimates of salt loads to be made at those locations 
where streamflow records are reliable. Point flow data in earlier 
years are also less accurate, especially mine pumpage values.
Moreover it is reasonable to assume that the rates at which diffuse* 
source salt is generated have increased with time as human ac- 
tivities have proliferated and that therefore the non-stationarity 
of the parameter values could adversely affect calibration results 
for a longer simulation period.
Data for the period 1978.09 to 1979.08 were reserved for purposes 
of verification of the calibrated model parameters (see section
3.4).
3.2.1 Streamflow modelling
Parameters controlling the synthesization of catchment runoff# 
were calibrated for each of the 12 subcatchments shown in Pig. 3.2 
by comparing modelled with observed flows at each monitoring point 
and adjusting parameter values until acceptable agreement was 
reached. Best-fit parameter value# thus obtained for each sub­
catchment are given in Table 3.1 while Table 3.2 shows calibrated 
parameter values for each of the channel reaches indicated in 
Pig. 3.3. The statistical properties of the modelled and ob­
served flows are given in Table 3.3.
The results for each monitoring ooint are now discussed.
Station KlOi Monitoring station K10 is situated on the Klip river 
downstream of a vlei 13 km2 in extent into which effluent discharges 
from the Klipspruit and olifantsvlei sewage works of the Johannes­
burg municipality. Base flows are therefore dominated by effluent 
discharges. At K10 the stream is divided by a low island which is 
submerged during floods. Both channels are controlled by weir#, 
each with a water level recorder. The weirs are rated only for 
low flows. The presence of raoids just upstream of the main channel, 
on the eastern side of the island, leads to unfavourable approach 
conditions. The reliability of flow records is further undermined
by the presence of thick undergrowth further downstream which 
often traps fallen tree trunks and other debris. The resultant 
backwater often submerges the main weir even during low flows.
The streamflow record is therefore of value only for checking 
base flows (comprising predominantly point source influents) and 
even then is not reliable. Little effort was therefore made to 
calibrate the model against this record; greater weight was given 
to the record at station C2M21. Fig. a.4 is a plot of modelled 
and observed discharges at K10 for the period September 1975 to 
August 1978, while Fig. 3.5 shows the corresponding duration 
curves.
Table 3. It Rur' -ompoi -mt model parameters used in Program NACLfll 
Para- Subcatchment number
1 2 3 4a 4b 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
MUSA 861 392 442 231 1119 341 409 608 1118 1116 829 148
POW 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
BL 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 250 200
BE 130 138 140 100 180 130 120 200 200 72 300 250
ST 410 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 300 400 400
FT 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,10 0,07 0,20 0,40 0,03 0,10 0,1© 0,05 0,20
hi 0,037 0,089 0,020 0,059 0,014 0,007 0 0 0,003 0,006 0 0,021
ZMIMN 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 3 2 3 0
ZMAXN 10 12 12 12 11 11 14 13 15 10 10 10
PI 1,5 1,3 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,3 1,5 1,3 1,5 1,5 1,5
TL 0,3 0,5 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,5 0,3 0,3 0,5 0,6 1,0 0,8
LAO 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 0
01 3 5 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 5 2 5
QOBS 0,10 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,03 0,p3 0,03 0,03 0,05 0,01 0,05
DGL
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Station Nfli The streamflow record at station N8 on the Nataleprult 
Is generally good except for periods during which the level re­
corder failed to operate. The water levels are recorded upstream 
of a Parshall flume located in a disused causeway at the down­
stream end of a 8-km2 vlei. As the station had not been rated, 
water levels were calculated for a wide range of discharges using 
the flood plain model developed by Weiss (1976). The streamflow 
record is reliable and efforts were therefore made to obtain a 
good fit between modelled and observed discharges. From Table 3,3 
and Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 it can be seen that a reasonably good fit 
has been achieved.
Station R6i upstream of this station the Rietaprult bifurcates 
around a small, low island. Two weirs control discharges in the 
channels at the downstream end of the island but water levels are 
recorded only upstream of the weir in the larger of the channels. 
Thus even for low flow conditions only part of the discharge is 
monitored. For higher discharges the flow spreads over a wide 
flood plain. The discharge record is therefore of little value 
and was largely disregarded when calibrating the model. Parameter 
values similar to those used for subcatchment number 2 were adopt­
ed, Fig. 3.8 is a plot of modelled and observed daily discharges 
while Fig. 3.9 shows the corresponding duration curves for the 
period September 1975 to August 1978.
Station C2M21: A reach of the Klip river controlled by a bridge
opening has been rated for a wide range of discharges by the Directo­
rate of Water Affairs (Murphey, 1978) and in October, 1977, a level 
recorder was installed.
The record, although short, is reliable. The model parameters used 
for subcatchment number 1 were calibrated to yield a best fit be­
tween modelled and observed discharges at this station. From Table
3.3 and Fig. 3.10 and 3.11 it can be seen that a good fit has been 
obtained.
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Station C2M15: C2M15 is a low level weir in the Klip river near
its confluence with the Vaal. It is submerged even during moderate 
flows, and towards the end of the simulation period submergence 
even occurs during base flow conditions. This is attributable to 
increasing effluent inputs to the upper reaches of the Klip river.
On occasion the weir is also submerged by backwater from the Vaal 
Barrage. The record was therefore of use only for checking the 
modelled base flows. Table 3.3 indicates a very low significance 
factor for the data sample. The inevitable consequence is a ten­
dency for the modelled mean and standard deviation to be higher 
than those observed (see section 3.1). This is apparent in Fig.
3.13. Fig. 3.12 does, however, reveal a tendency for the modelled 
base flows to be a little high during the 1971 and 1973 dry seasons. 
The point flow data for these earlier years is extremely inaccurate 
and could contribute to the poor fit. This uncertainty, together 
with the absence of streamflow records . ny of the other moni­
toring points on the Klip river during this period, precluded 
further refinement of the calibrations.
Station B9: Station B9 is the outflow weir from a lake, Cowles
dam, on the uoper reaches of the Blesbokspruit. Estimates of dis­
charge are made daily bv staff of SAPPI Fine Paoers (Pty) Ltd. Only 
relatively small discharges are recorded. A feature of the catch­
ment uostream of B9 is the cascade of several small dams and lakes. 
Details of the cross-sectional geometrv of these lakes is not 
available and it was therefore impossible to model the catchment 
with acceotable accuracy. Instead, the catchment was modelled by 
dividing the channel into two reaches each with assumed geometry 
representative of a lake.
Fig. 3,14 is a plot of modelled and observed daily discharges and 
Fig. 3.15 gives the corresoonding duration curves for the period
September 1976 to August 1978.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.14 this simplified model does oartiallv 
achieve the desired lag and attenuation of the flood peaks. Effluents 
from various municipalities enter the lakes uostream of Cowles dam, 
while Cowles dam itself receives effluent from the SAPPI oaoer 
factory. Evaporative loss from the lakes is net sufficient to 
account for the low base flows leaving Cowles dam. It therefore
Station C2M15: C2M15 is a low level weir in the Klip river near
its confluence with the Vaal. It is submerged even during moderate 
flows, and towards the end of the simulation period submergence 
even occurs during base flow conditions. This is attributable to 
increasing effluent inputs to the upper reaches of the Klip river.
On occasion the weiv is also submerged by backwater from the Vaal 
Barrage. The record was therefore of use only for checking the 
modelled base flows. Table 3.3 indicates a very low significance 
factor for the data sample. The inevitable consequence is a ten­
dency for the modelled mean and standard deviation to be higher 
than those observed (see section 3.1). This is apparent in Fig.
3.13. Fig. 3.12 does, however, reveal a tendency for the modelled 
base flows to be a little high during the 1971 and 1973 dry seasons. 
The point flow data for these earlier years is extremely inaccurate 
and could contribute to the poor fit. This uncertainty, together 
with the absence of streamflow records at any of the other moni­
toring points on the Klip river during this period, precluded 
further refinement of the calibrations.
Station B9: Station B9 is the outflow weir from a lake, Cowles
dam, on the uoper reaches of the Blesbokspruit. Estimates of dis­
charge are made daily bv staff of SAPPI Fine Paoers (Pty) Ltd. only 
relatively small discharges are recorded. A feature of the catch­
ment uostream of B9 is the cascade of several small dams and lakes. 
Details of the cross-sectional geometrv of these lakes is not 
available and it was therefore impossible to model the catchment 
with accentable accuracy. Instead, the catchment was modelled by 
dividing the channel into two reaches each with assumed geometry 
representative of a lake.
Fig. 3.14 is a plot of modelled and observed daily discharoes and 
Fig. 3.15 gives the corresoonding duration curves for the oeriod
September 1976 to August 1978.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.14 this simplified model does nartiallv 
achieve the desired lag and attenuation of the flood peaks. Effluents 
from various municipalities enter the lakes uostream of Cowles dam, 
while Cowles dam itself receives effluent from the SAPPI oaoer 
factory, evaporative loss from the lakes is not sufficient to 
account r the low base flows leaving Cowles dam. It therefore
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became necessary to hypothesise a considerable seepage loss from
s s r r  : = r  ; i = : : —  
r r r ™
station C2M70 and C2M04.
Station The weir at BIO is located in a well defined, stable
section of the Blesbok.pruit and forms a good control. It was
C2M70 » d  C2M04. Fig. 3.16 Is, plot of modelled ™ d  observe 
daily discharge, and Fig. 3.17 shows the corresponding duration
c u r ves.
s t a t i o n  C2M70: C2M70 is an unstable bridoe section of the Suiker-
b o s r a n d  downstream of the confluence with the Blesboksoruit which 
h a s  b e e n  rated for a wide range of flows bv the Directorate o 
W a t e r  A f f a i r s  (Murphy, 1978). From Fig. 3.2 it can be seen that 
a large portion of the Suikerbosrand catchment lies between gauges 
B I O  a n d  C2M70. Due to the poor runoff record at BIO it was not 
p o s s i b l e  to differentiate accurately between runoff from the Bles- 
bokspruit and that from the unner reaches of the Suikerbosrand. 
D e s p i t e  these difficulties it was possible to obtain a reasonably
good fit at C2M70.
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Pig. 3.18 is a plot of modelled and observed daily discharges 
while Fig. 3.19 shows the corresponding duration curves.
From Fig. 3.18 it can be seen that the modelled discharges during 
the dry season of 1977 are somewhat lower than those observed. 
This is in conflict with the situation at C2M04 (see Fig. 3.20) 
where modelled and observed values are seen to'be more closely 
in agreement. Attempts to improve the fit at C2M70 lead to a 
deterioration at C2M04 and necessitate the assumption of high 
seepage losses between the two stations which cannot readily be 
justified by the geology. Greater emphasis was therefore placed 
upon the longer and more accurate record at station C2M04.
Station C2M04: C2M04 is a well constructed weir situated in a
well defined valley. The channel section forms a good control 
and it was possible to rate the station for a wide range of dis­
charges using the Weiss flood plain model. The flow record is 
both long and reliable. Table 3.3 and Figs. 3.20 and 3.21 show 
that a good fit between modelled and observed discharges has been 
obtained.
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Station C2M05i C2M05 ie a low level weir located in the Rietepruit 
(not to be confused with the Rietepruit which is a tributary of 
the Klip river) near its confluence with the Vaal. The channel is 
not stable and the weir, being situated in a wide, flat flood 
plain, is not a particularly good control. The Weiss flood plain 
model was used to interpret the water level record for a wide range 
of discharges but it must be emphasised that the margin of error 
in the rating curve is appreciable, particularly for higher dis­
charges. However, from Table 3.3 and Figs. 3.22 and 3.23 it can 
be seen that a reasonably good fit was obtained.
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